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T HE 1973 decision reviewed 
here involves two curve re
tracement problems. If an orig

inal curved boundary was staked 
carelessly, it is extremely difficult to get 
agreement with the various elements of 
the curve as shown on the plan. Both 
the Surveys Act and common law direct 
that original evidence, or its perpetua
tion, shall be held in the repositioning of 
the original limit. Attempting to get a 
purely mathematical fit of the original 
plan must be a second choice.

An additional question arises with 
respect to a street on a registered plan. 
A blunder in an original township survey 
can nearly always be accommodated. 
However, in the case of a curved street 
boundary on a registered plan, as the 
magnitude of the error increases the 
standard solution makes less and less 
sense. There is no pat answer to this 
problem. It must always lie with the pro
fessional surveyor.

In the case at hand, two objections 
were received to the repositioning of the 
curved limits of Pelmo Crescent.

OBJECTION No. 1

The Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications, the owner of Lots 2 
and 3, Registered Plan M -1050, objected 
to the positioning of the northerly limit 
of Pelmo Crescent in front of these lots.

Surveyor T  representing the Minis
try, claimed that the limit of Pelmo Cres
cent in this area should be two straight 
lines joining the found survey evidence 
at the front corners of lots 2 and 3, Plan 
M-1050. Surveyor D representing the 
applicant municipality has shown this 
limit on the draft Boundaries Act plan 
as a curved boundary (shown as a light 
dashed line on the sketch).

Surveyor T  testified that prior to 
the registration of Plan M-1050, consid
erable investigation was carried out by 
the Ministry. It was discovered that Re
gistered Plan M-413, which created 
Pelmo Crescent, was mathematically in
correct and that a curve with a plan 
radius of 3216.00 feet would not pass 
through the front corners of Lots 443 to 
452 as shown on Plan M-413. A decision 
was taken to hold the found survey evi
dence at the front corners of the prop

erties and to join these points with 
chords, rather than to try and use a 
curved limit which did not fit. This deci
sion was approved by the Land Registry 
Office prior to registration of the plan.

Surveyor D who prepared the 
Boundaries Act draft plan, testified on 
behalf o f the applicant municipality. He 
stated that he had established the begin
ning and end of the curved boundary 
in question from M.T.C. survey records. 
The radius from Plan M-413, of 3216.00 
feet, was used to connect these points. 
Surveyor D stated with reference to the 
southwest corner of Lot 452, Plan M- 
413, that as no survey field notes could 
be found showing the setting of the iron 
tube found and used by M.T.C. sur
veyors, the iron tube could not be ac
cepted as defining this point.

In delivering its decision the Boun
daries Act Tribunal stated:

"I am of the opinion that Mr. D erred 
in disregarding this survey monument. 
To suggest, because records cannot 
be found, that physical survey evi
dence should be disregarded is rather 
presumptuous. 1 find that Mr. D has 
failed to refute this survey monument 
and reversed the onus on proof. In 
this regard, the legal principle of 'Ei 
incum b it p roba tio , qu i decit, no qu i 
negat - The p ro o f lies upon h im  w ho  
affirm s, no t upon him  w ho denies ' is 
of paramount importance. This prin
ciple, as it applies to boundary posi
tioning, is reflected in the case of 
Palmer vs. Thornbeck, (1877) 27 
U.C.C. P, 291 (CA), as:

In a ll actions b rought to determ ine  
the true boundary between p ro p - 
erf/es, the burden o f  p ro o f lies 
upon p la in t if f  w ho seeks to change 
the possession.'
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"In order for Mr. D to reject physical 
survey evidence, it would be up to 
him to prove that it had no legal sig
nificance. The fact that the boundary 
in question, as retracted by the objec
tor's surveyors, agrees substantially 
with the boundary as shown on Regis
tered Plan M-413, in itself lends 
weight to the presumption that the 
iron tube found by the objector s sur
veyors at the southwest corner of Lot 
452, Registered Plan M-413, is of 
legal significance and that the retrace
ment method of joining found survey 
evidence by straight lines is an accept
able method in this instance.

"In view o f the fact that the re
tracement by the objector s surveyors 
of the disputed boundary was based 
on found physical survey evidence 
and in view of the errors that are 
apparent in Registered Plan M-413, 
I can find no basis for disturbing the 
said boundary as re-established by the 
objectors surveyors and shown on 
Registered Plan M-1050.”

Accordingly, the Tribunal con
firmed the boundary as established by 
Plan M -1050, as shown in heavy outline 
on the sketch.

OBJECTION No.2

The second objection received was 
from M, the owner of Lot 440, Plan 
M-413. He objected to the fact that the 
curved boundary shown on the draft 
plan by surveyor D, passed well north 
of an iron tube he believed to mark the 
southwest corner of his lot. The draft 
plan indicated that this tube was 3.49 
feet south of the curved boundary set 
by surveyor D (shown as a light dashed 
line on the sketch).

The hearing was told that Lot 440 
had been staked by H. H. Gibson and 
Son, Ontario Land Surveyors, in 1941. 
The original field notes of this survey 
indicate they set iron tubes at the four 
corners of the lot.

Surveyor D testified that he re
established the northerly limit of Pelmo 
Crescent here by joining the iron tube 
found at the southwest corner of Lot 
437, (point A on the sketch), to the iron 
tube found at the southeast corner of 
Lot 442 (point C on the sketch). A curve 
o f plan radius 1516.00 feet, was used 
to join points A and C. This curve passed 
3.49' north of an iron tube found at the 
southwest corner of Lot 440 (point B on

the sketch). With reference to the Gibson 
survey of 1941, surveyor D stated that 
since the Gibson field notes do not show 
the method by which Pelmo Crescent 
was re-established, the iron tube planted 
by it cannot be accepted as defining the 
limit of Pelmo Crescent at this lot corner.

In ruling against surveyor D's 
method the Boundaries Act Tribunal 
commented:

"I am of the opinion that unless gross 
fundamental errors can without qual
ification be shown to exist in the Gib
son survey of 1941, the iron tubes 
planted by H. H. Gibson, O.L.S., must 
be considered the best available evi
dence of the north limit of Pelmo 
Crescent in the front of the objector s 
lands. It would appear reasonable to 
believe that Mr. Gibson, in the year 
1941, was in a far better position to 
evaluate the existing evidence of the 
original survey of Plan M-413, than 
any party confronting this problem at 
this time.

"In my view, no evidence was 
presented that the iron tube found by 
the applicant's surveyor at the south
west corner o f Lot 440, Registered 
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D I S C I P L I N E
Council has ordered th a t the fo llow ing  Discipline H earing  Report 

be published in The O ntario  Land Surveyor
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Plan M-413, was not the same monu
ment set by H. H. Gibson, O.L.S., in the 
year 1941, nor that this monument was 
not in its original position.

"In my view, the physical evidence 
of an old retracement of a legal bound
ary must hold over the called theoretical 
values for the boundary, and the onus 
of proof must lie upon him who attempts 
to disregard the physical evidence as best 
evidence. The Applicant s surveyor has 
failed to supply this proof and therefore, 
the Objection by M is allowed."

Accordingly, the tribunal ruled that 
the curved limit in this area must pass 
through the point B, the site of the old 
iron tube set by the Gibson survey. It 
specified that the limit be a curve of plan 
radius, 1516.00 feet, joining points A 
and B on the sketch and a similar curve 
joining points B and C on the sketch. 
The final confirmed boundary is shown 
in heavy outline on the sketch.

Confirmation and Condominium Section 
Legal and Survey Standards Branch

AGREEMENT OF PARTIES 
March 11, 1985

A recent discipline hearing resulted 
in certain conditions being accepted, by 
both the Association and the member 
against whom charges were laid. The 
member in question pleaded guilty to 
charges o f professional misconduct and 
agreed upon the following conditions:

1. that the member be reprimanded and 
suspended from practice of profes
sional land surveying for a period of 
twelve months from the date o f the 
hearing, such suspension being defer
red for a period of twelve months

2. the members practice during the 
twelve months' deferred suspension 
period is to be monitored by the Prac
tice Advisory Committee and paid for 
by the surveyor who was charged

3. the member is also required to attend 
certain lecture courses, seminars, etc.,

as well as spend two days with mem
bers of the Professional Practice 
Committee reviewing the Plans of 
Survey which were cited in the 
charge

4. the member was also required to suc
cessfully complete certain assign
ments, as set out by the Practice Ad
visory Committee

5. if the surveyor fails to comply with 
any of the requirements as set out, 
then the suspension will come into 
effect. Once all the requirements 
were fulfilled, the suspension would 
be remitted.

The agreement on this discipline 
hearing, taking into consideration the 
seriousness of the facts in the charge, 
has allowed both the Association and the 
member to enter into an arrangement 
in which the member is given responsi
bility to bring his practice up to the ac
ceptable level.


